Additional License Authorizations
For HPE Archiving and e-Discovery software products
Products and suites covered
PRODUCTS

E-LTU OR E-MEDIA
AVAILABLE *

NON-PRODUCTION
USE CATEGORY **

HP Consolidated Archive

Yes

Class 3

HP File Archiving

Yes

Class 3

HP Legal Hold

Yes

Class 3

HP Structured Data Manager (previously called HP Application information Optimizer)

Yes

Class 3

*
**

Any product sold as E-LTU or E-Media shall be delivered electronically regardless of any contrary designation in a purchase order.
Non-production use rights, if any, can be found at hpe.com/software/SWlicensing.

Definitions
Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this ALA document are defined in the governing agreement.
TERM

DEFINITION

Adapter

means the management adapter software to enable HPE software to properly interoperate during runtime with the designated application or
technology.

Base

means primary software required to enable core functionality.

Cluster or
Clustered Computer

means a group of servers or other resources that act like a single system and enable high availability and in some cases, load balancing and
parallel processing. A clustered computer may also be referred to as a cluster node.

Concurrent Active
Custodian

means a specific individual who is listed in an active hold notice at any point in time.

CPU

means a system that contains a single central processing unit with a single integrated circuit package with a single discrete processing core.

CPU Core or CRE

means each individual core where a CPU may have more than one core.

Database or DB

means a container which stores application data including table structure, stored procedures, and other functionality that runs on a Database
Instance.

Database Instance

means a software application that has the sole purpose of acting as a container that hosts and executes one of more Databases.

Device or Dev

means an addressable entity, physical or virtual, including but not limited to router, switch, bridge, hub, server, PC, laptops, handheld device or
printer that resides within the range defined for interrogation and asset tracking.

E-LTU and E-Media

means products which are electronically delivered only, and as such any reference to FOB Destination or delivery methods that are stated on your
purchase order other than electronic shall be null and void with respect to these E-LTU or E-Media products.

Employee

means those personnel employed by you.
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TERM

DEFINITION

GB

means gigabytes which designates the amount of physical capacity that can be managed.

Implementation

means an installation of the software on a single Server or installed on a Cluster of Servers which work together as a single installation of the
software.

Instance

means each Implementation of the application installed on a Server.

Internal Use

means access and Use of the software for purposes of supporting your internal operations or functions.

LTU

means License To Use.

Named User or Nmd Usr

means a specific individual authorized by you to access the software regardless of whether they are actively using the software.

Repository

means a set of data locations that are grouped together for the purpose of data analysis and management.

Server or Svr

means any designated computer system in which an Instance or Instances of the software is installed.

Source or SRC

means the production Database being extracted or archived from.

TB

means terabytes which designates the amount of physical capacity that can be managed.

Term License to Use or
Term LTU

means a software license to use (LTU) which indicates in its license description that the license is valid for a specific period of time such as One
Month( IM), One Year(1Y) etc. Term LTU’s are not perpetual licenses.

Unlimited

means without restrictions in terms of number of systems, devices or media, depending on the context.

Use

means to install, store, load, execute and display one copy of the software.

Software specific license terms
Software products with software specific license terms are described below. Software products covered by this ALA document (as listed above)
and not covered in this section do not have software specific license terms.

HP Consolidated Archive
HP Consolidated Archive Base is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive Mail Search is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive Discovery is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive Supervisor is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive Bloomberg Adapter is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive Reuters Adapter is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive IM Chat Adapter is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive Mailbox Management with Folder Sync is licensed per Named User.
HP Consolidated Archive File Archive Base is licensed per Instance.
HP Consolidated Archive File Archive Storage is licensed per Terabyte.
HP Consolidated Archive SharePointCapture Base is licensed per Instance.
HP Consolidated Archive SharePointCapture Storage is licensed per Terabyte.

HP File Archiving (previously called HP File Migration Agent)
All HP File Migration Agent software for HP Storage versions 2.x (Server or Cluster) include a license-to-use (LTU) to migrate and archive
unlimited TB of data per Server or Cluster. For File Archiving software versions 3.x, up to 500 TB per Server or per Cluster may be migrated and
archived. HP File Archiving version 3.x is licensed per TB of migrated and archived data. The LTUs available are for 1, 10 or 50 TB.

HP Legal Hold
HP Legal Hold Server is licensed per Server based upon number of Employees in the business active servers running the software.
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HP Legal Hold Notice and Interview Processing Server is licensed per Server.
HP Legal Hold Notice and Interview Form Processing is licensed per Concurrent Active Custodian.
HP Legal Hold Collections and Preservation Policy Server is licensed per Server.
HP Legal Hold Indexed Volume Content is licensed per Gigabyte.
HP Legal Hold Non-indexed File Content Server is licensed per Server. Allows indexing of a limited quantity of documents with a single IDOL
content server.
HP Legal Hold Desktop per Device is licensed per Device. Each Device on which this software is installed requires a license. Licenses are
transferrable between Devices.

HP Structured Data Manager (previously called HP Application Information Optimizer and HP Database
Archiving)
HP Structured Data Manager is licensed by Source Database. If multiple Databases exist on one physical Server, each Database to be archived
is considered a Source Database and must have a separate license. For example if three Databases reside on one physical Server and only one
will be archived with HP Structured Data Manager, only that one Database is considered a Source Database and requires a license. Licenses
cannot be transferred between production Databases.
HP Structured Data Manager is only licensed per Source Platform to customers who purchased such licenses prior to December 1, 2013.
HP Structured Data Manager single Source Platform: includes the license-to-use (LTU) for archiving data from a production Database to
an archive in either the form of another Database or a file. Licensing is determined by:
• The total number of CPU Cores that are being used by the production Database to be archived.
• If multiple Databases exist on one physical server, each Database to be archived must have a separate license. For example if 3 Databases
reside on one physical server and only one will be archived with HP Structured Data Manager, only that 1 Database requires a license.
• If the production Database does not have a fixed number of CPU Cores allocated to it, in a partitioned or provisioned environment for example,
the Database should be licensed for the maximum number of CPU Cores that the Database could use at any given time.
• If the production Database resides in an Oracle RAC environment, the Database should be licensed according to the total number of CPU
Cores across nodes allocated to that production Database.
Licenses cannot be transferred between production Databases. License does not include HP Neoview as a production Source Database.
HP Structured Data Manager 5 Source Platform: includes the license-to-use (LTU) for archiving data from 1-5 production Databases to an
archive in either the form of another Database or a file. This multi-Source license is determined by:
• The total number of production Databases between 1-5 to be archived.
• This multi-Source license does not consider the amount of CPU Cores on each of the individual Databases.
This license is strictly limited for use on 1-5 production Databases. Use of the software on 6 or more production Databases is in violation of the
license. Licenses cannot be transferred between production Databases. License does not include HP Neoview as a production source Database.
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HP Structured Data Manager 25 Source Platform: includes the license-to-use (LTU) for archiving data from 1-25 production Databases to
an archive in either the form of another Database or a file. This multi-Source license is determined by:
• The total number of production Databases between 1-25 to be archived.
• This multi-Source license does not consider the amount of CPU Cores on each of the individual Databases.
This license is strictly limited for use on 1-25 production Databases. Use of the software on 26 or more production Databases is in violation of the
license. Licenses cannot be transferred between production Databases. License does not include HP Neoview as a production source Database.
Options for all pre-packaged application support modules (EBS or PSFT), Transparency and Archive Query Server are included.
HP Structured Data Manager Unlimited Source Platform: includes the license-to-use (LTU) for archiving data for an Unlimited number of
production Databases to archives in either the form of another Database or a file. This multi-Source license is strictly limited to the legal entity
that this license is being sold to. This multi-Source license does not consider the amount of CPU Cores on each of the individual Databases.
License does not include HP Neoview. Options for all pre-packaged application support modules (EBS or PSFT), Transparency and Archive
Query Server are included.

Additional license terms
TERM
A.

Software contains software and associated specifications licensed from third parties that are confidential to, and trade secrets of, such parties. You will not take any
action other than to Use it as authorized under the agreement as part of the software products and will not disclose it to third parties.

B.

You shall install and use the software as authorized in the applicable agreement only as a complete product and may not use portions of such software on a
standalone basis separate from the complete software unless expressly authorized in the Supporting Material, specifications or an applicable agreement.

C.

Unless stated otherwise, you are authorized to Use one Device at a time for your Internal Use.

D.

Any licensing terms designated as being of Autonomy that may be embedded in the software are inapplicable in their entirety.

hpe.com/software/SWLicensing
Latest version of software licensing documents

© Copyright 2009-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP. The information contained herein is subject to change without
notice. The only warranties for HPE products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products
and services or in your mutually executed license and/or consulting services agreement(s) with HPE. Nothing herein should be construed
as constituting an additional warranty. HPE shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates.
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